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Abstract
In this paper, a flexible and compact architecture for implementing navigation approach of Intelligent Autonomous
Vehicles (IAV) using a single SRAM-based Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is introduced. To overcome the
problem of navigation and make the robot able to achieve these tasks : to avoid obstacles, and to make ones way toward
its target, a new design methodology of navigation approach based upon a VHDL description for intelligent autonomous
vehicles in unknown environment is proposed. W e propose a simple and regular architecture model for the navigation
that allows an easier implementation . This architecture uses the Genetic Algorithms (GA) Fuzzy Logic (FL) and Expert
Systems (ES) which are necessary to bring the behaviour of Intelligent Autonomous Vehicles (IAV). Also, it must make
the robot able to reach its target without collision capturing the behaviour of a human expert and respond to autonomy
requirements such as power and thermal. The new design methodology based upon a VHDL description of the navigation
approach has the two (02) advantages : to present a real autonomy for mobiles robots, and being generic and flexible and
can be changed at the user demand. To validate our approach, a VHDL description of ES_GA_FL is passed through a
synthetic tool, Galileo for FPGA implementation.
Keywords :Intelligent Autonomous Vehicles (IAV), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Fuzzy Logic (FL), FPGA implementation
VHDL , Synthesis.
I-Introduction
A robotic system capable of some degree of selfsufficiency is the primary goal of IAV. The focus is on the
ability to move and on being self-sufficient . To evolve in
an unknown environments for example, the recent
developments in autonomy requirements, intelligent
components, multi-robot system, and massively parallel
computer have made the IAV very used, notably in the
planetary explorations, mine industry, and highways
[26,18,4,16]. This paper deals with the hardware
implementation of navigation approach of an IAV in an
unknown environment to give a real intelligent task and
respond to autonomy requirements. The aim of this paper is
to develop an IAV combining Expert Systems (ES),
Genetic Algorithm (GA), and Fuzzy Logic (FL) for the
IAV stationary obstacle avoidance to provide them with
more autonomy and intelligence using a single SRAM
based Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). This
technology has revealed the soft-computing in order to give
a high speed processing that could be provided through
massively parallel implementation management and so
more autonomy requirements such as power, thermal and
communication management are obtained in real time. The
new architecture ES_GA_FL can be implemented either in
analogue
or digital way. Digital circuits are very
manufactured and are functionally identical. Analogue
circuits, on the other hand, are sensitive to noise and
temperature changes and inter-chips variations make

manufacturing functionally identical circuits, very
difficult. Nowadays, FPGA are gaining momentum in
digital design . They are used for a wide range of
application including rapid prototype, glue logic for
microprocessor , and hard ±wired simulation. Moreover ,
the relatively low cost, an easiness of implementation
and recognition of FPGA, offer attractive features for the
hardware designer in comparison with other VLSI
implementation techniques. In other words, FPGA has
emerged as the ultimate solution to time ±to-market and
risk
problems
because
they
provide
instant
manufacturing and very low ±cost prototypes [3.6] . In
this paper, we discuss the possibility to deal with this
hurdle by proposing a new approach permitting the
mapping of an entire ES-GA_FL (planning, intelligent
FRQWURO IRU REVWDFOH DYRLGDQFH  LQWR D VLQJOH ;LOQ[¶V
FPGA, this new architecture presents a robust
opportunity since the autonomy requirement, massively
parallel computers, a real intelligent component, short
time of execution, high speed processing and the
objectives of navigation are obtained . The presentation
is organized as follow: In section II, the proposed hybrid
navigation approach combining ES_GA_FL is done.
Section III describes a digital implementation of the
ES_GA_FL, Section IV presents VHDL description of
the ES_GA_FL and Synthesis and implementation
results and finally, a conclusion is given in Section V.
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II- The proposed hybrid navigation approach
combining ES_GA_FL
Today, researchers have at their disposal, the required
hardware, software, and sensor technologies to build IAV.
More, they are also in possession of a computational tools
such as FL and GA that are more effective in the design
and development of IAV than the predicate logic based
methods of traditional Artificial Intelligence. GA and FL
are well established as useful technologies that complement
each other in powerful hybrid system. The first and most
advanced integration of intelligent technologies is the
hybrid GA and FL. The major thrust of this type of
combining GA and FL is to synthesis the capability of ES
to capture expert domain knowledge in an inference ±based
system.
An ES is a computer program that functions, is in a narrow
domain, dealing with specialised knowledge, generally
possessed by human experts. ES is able to draw
conclusions without seeing all possible information and
capable of directing the acquisition of new information in
an efficient manner [20.21].
II-2-3-1 Fuzzy Logic
As human reasoning is not based on the classical two-valued
logic, this process involves fuzzy truths, fuzzy deduction
rules, etc. This is the reason why FL is closer to human
thinking and natural language than classical logic. The fuzzy
model, treated with ES_GA_FL is presented in Figure 1 :
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Figure 1: Fuzzy M odel.
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W here : the P 1(X 1, Y 1), P i(X i,Y i) and P g(X g,Y g) are the coordinate of respectively to initial point, intermediate point
and visual point ( we calculate point to point until the
visual point becomes the target one, see Figure 2).
D: is intermediate distance between P 1 and P i, P i and P g,
and P 1 and P g.. The distance between P 1 and P i for example
is given by :

(Y i - Y1 ) 2 + ( X i - X 1 ) 2

The vehicle going to a given target avoiding a static
obstacle is shown in the Figure 2. At first, from a given
detected position P i (Pixel by pixel), and from a given
visual position P g, the vehicle gets absolute obstacle
position P i and P g from current point P 1 to calculate the
angles µ and µ. Then, after updating its position (P 1

¦ (u * c )
¦u
i

i

1 £ i £ n.
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W here :
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µ
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becomes P g) and the target position (P g becomes the
target one) based on its Cartesian coordinates, the
vehicle must avoid the obstacle to get the target position.
Afterwards, the vehicle recognizes the static danger
degree µ and safety degree µ between itself and the
obstacle using a fuzzy reasoning and inference. Second,
using µ and µ the vehicle decides the avoidance
direction  by a decision table written with productions
rules and then avoidance direction vector . The main
problem of this approach is that does not encounter
several obstacles at the same time and does not take into
account the obstacles sizes.
The vehicle must learn to decide f using FL from a
fuzzy linguistic formulation of human expert knowledge.
This FL is trained to capture, the fuzzy linguistic
formulation of this expert knowledge is used and a set
of rules are then established in the fuzzy rule as it is
shown in Table I and Table II.
The final decision (defuzzification) is achieved to give
the output of fuzzy controls and to converts the fuzzy
output value produced by rules. This intelligent task uses
a set of rules can give a human expert knowledge.
After learning, the robot decide how to give the best
direction f using FL from a fuzzy linguistic formulation.
The defuzzification formula is given by :

The n is designed by the number twelve (12) (see table I
and table II).
The membership labels for distance are defined as Near
(N), Medium (M) , and Far (F) see Figure 3
The membership functions of directions j and a are
represented in Figure 4, where fuzzy labels are defined
as left big (LB), Left Small (LS), Right Small(RS) and
Right Big (RB).The membership function of direction f
are shown in Figure 5, where fuzzy labels are defined as
: Danger on left side : Left Danger Big (LDB), Left
Danger Small (LDS), Left Safety Small (LSS), and Left
Safety Big (LSB) W hile danger on right side : Right
Danger Big (RDB), Right Danger Small (RDS), Right
Safety (RSS), and Right Safety Big (RSB).
IF (j is LB and D is N) Then (f is LDS)
IF (j is LB and D is M) Then (f is LSS)
IF (j is LB and D is F) Then (f is LSB)
IF (j is LS and D is N) Then (f is LDB)
IF (j is LS and D is M) Then (f is LDS)
IF (j is LS and D is F) Then (f is LSS)
IF (j is RS and D is N) Then (f is RDB)
IF (j is RS and D is M) Then (f is RDS)
IF (j is RS and D is F) Then (f is RSS)
IF (j is RB and D is N) Then (f is RDS)
IF (j is RB and D is M) Then (f is RSS)
IF (j is RB and D is F) Then (f is RSB)

Table 1 : Fuzzy Rule Base 1
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IF (µ is LB and D is N) Then (f is LDS)
IF (µ is LB and D is M) Then (f is LSS)
IF (µ is LB and D is F) Then (f is LSB)
IF (µ is LB and D is N) Then (f is LDB)
IF (µ is LS and D is M) Then (f is LDS)
IF (µ is LS and D is F) Then (f is LSS)
IF (µ is LS and D is N) Then (f is RDB)
IF (µ is LS and D is M) Then (f is RDS)
IF (µ is RB and D is F) Then (f is RSS)
IF (µ is RB and D is N) Then (f is RDS)
IF (µ is RB and D is M) Then (f is RSS)
IF (µ is RB and D is F) Then (f is RSB)

Table II: Fuzzy Rule base 2
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Figure 2: Vehicle obstacle avoidance mode
D

optimal solution in a large parameter space. They are
EDVHG RQ OHDUQLQJ PHFKDQLVP *$¶V KDV EHHQ
theoretically and empirically proven to provide robust
search capabilities in complex spaces offering a valid
approach to problems requiring efficient and effective
searching [11]. Before the GA search starts, candidates
of solution are represented as binary bit strings and are
prepared. This is called a population [17]. A candidate is
called a chromosome ( in our case : the path is a
chromosome and positions are the genes). Also, an
evolution function, called fitness function, needs to be
defined for a problem to be solved in order to evaluate
chromosome. As fitness function, we define estimate
distance for each chromosome to give an evaluation
function. This evaluation is the goal of the GA search
and goes as follows : two (02) chromosomes are chosen
randomly from a population are mated and they go
through operations like the crossover to yield better
chromosomes for next generations. Because the
population size is fixed, the offspring produced by
genetic manipulation process are the next population to
be evaluated. W e must specify a stopping criterion to
determine execution of the GA, we use the theorem of
n
the combination in probability : 2 (here n is the number
of the all paths). This search mechanism is associated
with mutation a mechanism of probabilistic to change a
bit 0 to 1 or vice versa [8.27]. The GA treats mutation
only as a secondary crucial operator after crossover. The
crossover is the comparison operator, this operation
takes chromosomes and swaps part of their genetic
information to produce a new chromosome.
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III- Digital Implementation of ES_GA_FL
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Figure 5 : M embership functions of direction f
II-2-3-2 Evolutionary Algorithms
The genetic algorithms which are evolutionary, have
recently emerged from study of the evolution mechanisms
and are searching strategies suitable for finding the globally

Configurable hardware is an approach for realising
optimal performance by tailoring its architecture to the
characteristics of a given problem. W hen the
characteristics of a problem are known in advance and
they never change in time, it is relatively easy to build
configurable hardware using programmable devices like
FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) because the
designer know how the hardware should be configured.
However, for problems where designers cannot know in
advance how to configure the hardware, it is required
for configurable hardware to have a capability of
autonomous and on-line adaptation to a given
problem[17]. That is why we have implemented
navigation approach , this digital implementation of
ES_GA_FL can make use of full custom VLSI, semi
custom, ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuits)
and FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Array).
Particularly, FPGAs Implementation of ES_GA_FL is
very attractive because of the high flexibility that can be
achieved through the reprogramability nature of these
circuits .
The complexity of VLSI circuits is being more and more
complexes. Nowadays, the key of the art design is
focused around high level synthesis which is a top down
design methodology, that transform an abstract level
such as the VHDL language ( acronym for Very High
Speed Integrated Circuits Hardware
Description
Language) into a physical implementation level
[1.2.24.15]. In addition, the synthesis tools allow
designers to realise the mainly reasons : the need to get a
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correctly working systems at the first time, technology
independent design, design reusability, the ability to
experiment with several alternatives of the design, and
economic factors such as time to market . In this section ,
we present a new design methodology of ES_GA_FL
based upon a VHDL description and using a synthesis
tool Galileo [9]. The result is a netlist ready for place and
root using the XACT[30]. The intended objective is to,
realise an architecture that takes into account the
parallelism, performance, flexibility and their relationship
to silicon area[9].
III-1 Design methodology
The proposed design method for the ES_GA_FL
implementation is illustrated in figure 6 as a process to
follow. This status is followed by the VHDL description of
the navigation approach . Then the VHDL code is passed
through the synthesis tool Galileo . The result is a netlist
ready for place and root using the XACT tool. At this level,
verification is required before final FPGA implementation.

VHDL Description

ES_GA_FL
Architecture

Verification
Technology Mapping
G
A
Logic
L
Synthesis and
I
Optimisation
L
E
O
Verification
Place and root tool
(XACT)

Figure 6: Design methodology of the ES_GA_FL

III-2 The ES_GA_FL architecture
The simplified model of ES_GA_FL is presented in Figure
7. Thus , we can represent it in its hardware equivalent
model. The hardware model is mainly based on :
M emory circuit RAM : the data of camera sensors are
stocked which are mainly the co-ordinates of milestones
In effect , these points are the elements of image matrix.
The depth of RAM is equal to the number of data input.
Hardware component ES_GA_FL : each component is
composed in general into multi sub ±component tasks, the
most general view about it is described on the figure 8 and
figure 9.
Fuzzy control : this task is to control point to point the
reference trajectory obtained from hardware genetic
algorithms. The GA process search for a better hardware
where it is initialised . The better performance is given to
fuzzy part to be controlled and treated in the next.
Optimal Path : this level gives the results of ES_GA_FL
which is the best path suitable to navigate.
III-3 GA and FL chip
The top view of architecture of ES_GA_FL at level is
building block for the implemented approach. The GA
chip has a binary tree of training process component. The
binary tree is very useful when the process is executed . A
training set of the data point was generated at every
generation . The processor FL in the ES_GA_FL chip
executes the process of FL. After the optimization given,
by the level GA(reference trajectory) , each component of
FL calculates the degree measured data belonging to the
membership function for the input variable.
The FL
is based on the inference rules where the
association of these rules is done among membership
function of different inputs, and the processor is achieved
by giving the right output after learning the navigation
approach problem. W e present the top view of GA and FL
structure respectively in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Optimisation
by GA

Control
by FL

Best
Path

RAM

Control Part

Figure 7 : Architecture of ES_GA_FL
Counter

Mux

Full-adder

Comparator

Register

Figure 8 : The Top view of GA structure
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Accumulator

Full -Adder

Divider

Memory
Memberships

Memory
Rules
Definitions

Figure 9: The top view of FL structure
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Figure 10: VHDL description of the component RAM
IV- VHDL description of the ES_GA_FL and synthesis
implementation results
IV-1 VHDL description of the ES_GA_FL
Synthesis of this design is achieved by using the VHDL
language with register transfer logic (RTL) style
description. The choice of VHDL comes from its
emergence as an industry standard . The RTL style is used
because it is well adapted for synthesis . The description of
the ES_GA_FL begins by creating the components. As an
example of component, the Figure 10 illustrates the
description of the RAM where the flexibility of the design
is introduced by generic statement.
IV-2 Synthesis and implementation results
The described methodology has been used for FPGA using
the synthesis tool Galileo. At this level, and depending on
the target technology, which is in our
case, the FPGA Xilinx XC4000 family, the synthesis tool
proceeds to estimate area in term of CLBs (Configurable
Logic Blocs). The table III presents the best synthesis
results for ES_GA_FL .
Design

ES_GA_FL

AREA
(in term e of CLBs)
184

Table III : Synthesis results
The output (XNF file) generated by the synthesis tool is
passed trough the XACT place and tool .
The Figure 11 shows the resulting FPGA implementation
of navigation approach as we can see the whole
architecture has been into a single FPGA mapped.
library ieee;
use ieee.numeric_bit.all;
entity ram is
generic( DEEP: integer := N;
WIDTH:integer := M);
port(wr,clk
:bit;
adram
:in unsigned ( DEEP downto 1);
data_in :unsigned( WIDTH downto 1);
data_out:out unsigned(WIDTH downto 1));
end ram;
architecture behav_ram of ram is
begin
process_ram: process(clk)
type memory is array (N downto 0) of
unsigned(WIDTH downto 1);
variable mem : memory;
begin
if clk ='1' and clk'event then
data_out <= ( others => '0');
if wr ='1' then
mem(to_integer( adram)):=data_in;
else
data_out <=mem(to_integer( adram));
end if;
end if;
end process;
end;

Figure 11. The top view of the ES_GA_FL FPGA
structure
V- Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented hardware
implementation of navigation approach of an
autonomous mobile robot in an unknown environment.
The proposed approach can deal a wide number of
environment. The trained GA and FL constitute the
knowledge bases of ES_GA_FL This system constitutes
the knowledge bases allowing to recognise situation of
the target localization and obstacle avoidance,
respectively. To deal with the intelligent navigation
control of an autonomous mobile robot , a new design
methodology of ES_GA_FL is introduced based upon a
VHDL description and using a synthesis tool Galileo.
The top down of this design based on logic synthesis
has allowed a single chip FPGA implementation. The
proposed VHDL description has the advantage of being
generic and can be changed at the user demand. The
primary results of the digital navigation shows that the
³LQWHOOLJHQFH- autonomy- HFRQRP\´  DUH DFKLHYHG
+RZHYHU LQ WKH IXWXUH LW LV QHFHVVDU\ WR XVH D ³PLFURURERW´ LQ KRVWLOH HQYLURQPHQW DQG VSDFH H[SORUDWLRQ RU
other applications by using advanced micro-product
control systems, furthermore, to reach the market with
new product in the shortest possible time, and so reduced
development and production time. The financial risk
incurred in this development of new product can be
limited so that more new ideas can be prototyped.
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